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Two Holocene East Antarctic ice cores from Vostok (Vostok-BH7 ice core, 78˚28’S,
106˚48’E) and EPICA-Dome C (EDC, 75˚06’S 123˚21’E) have been analysed for dust
concentration and size distribution at temporal resolution of 1 sample per ca. 50 years,
each sample representing 3-4 years of accumulation. A series of volcanic markers
randomly distributed over the common part of the ice cores (from 9800 to 3500 yrs
B.P.) allows a tight stratigraphic link and relative dating of the cores (±33 years).

The two records of dust size variability display clear oscillations and structured cy-
cles having sub-millennial and secular scale periodicities. Such cycles appear asyn-
chronous between the sites. Interestingly, both Vostok and EDC dust size records
show a significant 200-years band of variability. For most of the Holocene (∼5500
yrs), however, the two size records are in antiphase with respect to this band; in other
terms, a 100-years lead or lag occurs, a phenomenon that is also reflected by the very
pronounced (>99% c.l.) 200-years band in the power spectra of the composite differ-
ence (∆) of the two size records.

On the other hand, the power spectra of the composite sum (Σ) of the two dust size
records displays a large part of its variability in a band from 150 to 500 years period-
icities.



The aeolian dust size for the high-altitude sites of the East Antarctic interior can be
considered as associated to the altitude and duration of the long range atmospheric
transport. Relatively smaller dust can be associated to upper tropospheric air mass
penetration or subsidence over the Antarctic plateau and, conversely, coarser dust to
mid-tropospheric air mass incursions.

The Vostok and EDC data analysis suggests a variability of microparticle transport
patterns at regional scale and a persistent seesaw phenomenon occurring during most
of the Holocene with periodicity of about 200 years leading Dome C and Vostok under
different atmospheric regimes.

An analogue seesaw phenomenon was already observed in East Antarctica (Delmonte
et al, 2004) during Termination I. Adopting the same interpretation, the dust size vari-
ability observed suggests a persistent atmospheric dipole over East Antarctica influ-
encing alternatively Vostok and Dome C. Interestingly, its pronounced 200-years band
oscillation opens discussion to its link with the solar activity.

Assuming the long term air mass and long range dust advection over Antarctica de-
pending on the overall meridional pressure gradient with lower latitudes, associated
to the southern annular mode or Antarctic Oscillation (AAO), we speculate that the
power spectrum of theΣ parameter could represent the long term periodicities of such
mode of climate variability of the Southern Hemisphere.


